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Priest leveling guide wow 3. 3. 5

Edited by Vook on 2016-10-11 10:02:15 I thought I would write a quick equalization guide as there did not seem to be one here. Personally, I find it easy and fastest to equalize as a World of 10-55, seeing that you can get some huge damage from the Holy Fire and Smite, with things like Searing Light and Glyph from
The Smite. Also, since you are enlightened, it makes the dungeon a slight healing. Some may say it's best to go Holy 10-39 and then Shadow at 40, but I found that even against Shadowform, Holy still has better output damage for solo/search. DoT-based shadow nature doesn't work very well with the search crowds that
die in 10 seconds; Many lose mildew on expensive doTs that do not end ticking for their entire duration. With Shadow, I had to drink every 3-5 crowds, while with Holy, I had to drink only every 10-12 crowds, and often used the same PW:S for two crowds in a row. The shadow doesn't start to get any faster to 50+ level
when you start getting things like vampire touch, Twisted Faith and Misery. Also, given that alien is a big leap in mafia health, it's probably a good idea to turn away the shadow before you go there. Then in the manual. ----------------------------------- talent isn't much. 3 points in Spirit Tap and then go down the holy tree from
there. This is 3.3.5; The talents are quite exploding. Obviously, you're going to want holyness, Divine Fury and Searing Light to get started. The spiritual guide is amazing for leveling, as it not only gives you free magical power from the spirit, but works with a spirit bonus from Spirit Tap! So for 15 seconds after you kill a
crowd, your spells will get a huge boost. It's very nice. Surge of Light is also a really great talent that gives you free, instant Smites. Very useful in the dungeons, because you can spam St. Nova, which has many chances to get rid of when you are cured + 4 other + harmful however many crowds the group struggles. The
Spirit of Redemption also gives you a free spirit of 5%, so there's no reason not to take that either. The rest of the talents below that won't help you all damage you; almost all of them are healing or useful things. There is nothing useful about Shadow (since almost all of it affects only Shadow spells and gives damage to
Shadow, useless to Smite /HF), so once you receive Spiritual Guidance, Wave of Light and Spirit of Redemption, start entering the disc tree. Some sample talent characteristics: Level 19: level 29: level 39: level 50: from here you can change shadow if you want. You can easily get to 58 with Holy spec as it still does
really good damage, but for the alien and beyond, you'll definitely want to be Shadow. As with Drive, of the talents in the Shadows are not mind-boggling. However, to do a solo, you do not need much of * * Spells or Mind Flay refreshing swP (as crowds die before its full duration), you can anyway move those talent points
around and go for things like Silence if you want. I personally enjoy having silence and mental horror quite a bit, as they can easily turn tides if some asshole is trying to get you dirty while you're on the look out, and being able to silence caster mobs is quite useful as well. You have a 70% reduction in repelling your
Shadow spells, and healing from VE is more than enough to keep you up against normal quest crowds. However, once you start getting the inner fire ranks that provide a bonus spell, you'll want to use PWS so you're not freshening internal fire all the time. ----------------------------------- gameplay Pretty simple things. Then
we'il strike him until he dies. If the crowd has low enough health that you can kill it in a 2-3 shot stick, use your stick instead of saving some mildew. With Spirit Tap, you need to drink only every 10-15 crowds. You'll want to squeeze a lot of spirit into gear to boost your Spirit Tap gains as high as possible, as well as your
Spiritual Guidance gains. (which, as mentioned earlier, also benefits from spirit tap bonus, which leads to huge damage damage) For Shadow I found that the best rotation is &gt; touch &gt; shadow word: pain -&gt; Mind Blast -&gt; Mind Flay to death. You can also draw multiple crowds with VT -&gt; SWP and then blow
them up one by one as the dots tick. I've never had problems with 3, 4 or even 5 shabbs on equal levels at any given time, with healing from Vampire Embrace. Great leader! Although none of your worlds are building, there is no Eavesdropping Spirit you are talking about. I want to be a healer, leveling mostly in
dungeons, this guide works well for this (although you will still need damage for when groups are not available / friends are not online) it seems to me that the good old enegizer build(tm) I was using back on the day. I have an 80 built for him that lies here somewhere and as far as I can remember him dishes of solid 3.5k
DPS in attack HC is buff even more. Can you accurately post the build if this one isn't? I decided to level the priest and find energizer building, but your Turk can't show the talent. To post, you must be logged in to Threats of Violence. We take them seriously and will alert the relevant authorities. Posts containing personal
information about other players. This includes physical addresses, email addresses, phone numbers and inappropriate photos and/or videos. Harassment or discriminatory language. This will not be tolerated. Click here, to see the Code of Conduct in the forums. WotLK Priest's Guide - Shadow (Level 80) Welcome to the
Darkxss guide on how to play Shadow Priests. In this guide, I hope to cover the A-Y in the shadows I'm using it to increase my DPS. The whole manual is written in terms of attack and I will try to keep everything as simple as possible. (This guide is written for patch 3.3.5a) Abbreviations: PvE – Environmental Player PvP
- Player vs DPS - Damage per second POINT - Time damage VT - Vampiric Touch DP - Plague-absorbing MB – Mindblast MF – Mindflay SW: P - Shadow Word: Pain SW: D - Shadow Death CD - Waiting SP - Spellpower D - Damage BIS - Best in ICC Slot – Icecrown Citadel RS – Ruby Sanctum Content: Gear and
Stats Gemming Glyphs Glyphs Citizens Rotations Professions Food &amp; Potions Macros Addons Gear and Stats The three most important statistics for each actor is Spell, crit and haste. Below is an equivalent SP given by each country. Силата на магиите = 1 изклащава мощност Критични стачка = 0.76
заклинание Haste оценка = 0.98 заклинание Hit оценка = 1.88 изписване (когато не е ударен) Intellect = 0.22 силата на изслушванията Дух = 0.59 изписване мощност основен приоритет за стат а Сенки свещеник е както следва: Хит (до одрасква) &gt; SP &gt; Бързам (докато capped)&gt; Crit &gt; Духа
&gt; интелект шапките да внимавате – Удари капачката – 289 / 11% (За всички раси, с изключение на Драин i) или 10% (Ако Draenei) Бързам мека капачка - 1250 Бърза твърда капачка – 1400 BIS списък на зъбните колела : Осветени Crimson Acolyte cowl (Получени чрез ICC25hc с помощта на героичен
символ) амулет на Тихата реч Оръдие в ICC25hc) Осветени Crimson Acolyte Мантия (ICC25hc; героичен символ) Прикриване на горящ здрач (Получен от Халион в Руби Санктом 25hc) Осветени пурпурни Аколт Raiments (ICC25hc; героична жетон) Брезентова огнена нощ (получен от Халион в Руби
Sanctum 25hc) Осветени Crimson Acolyte Handwraps (ICC25hc; героичен знак) Трошачков Coldwraith колан (получен от Лорд Marrowgar в ICC25hc) Цанховка панталони ( Obtained by Festergut in ICC25hc) Plague of Scientists Boots (Derived from Festergut in ICC25hc) Ring of Rapid Ascent (Derived from Chest
in 25hc) Assen Band of Endless Destruction (Derived from Gaining a Lofty Reputation with a Likehenhen Verdict) Filaphery of Nameless Lich (Received from Sindragosa in ICC25hc) Sheep's Sedlai scale (Which was obtained by Halion in meeting RS25hc.) ** Move foreign object is the next viable option. (Received from



Rotface in ICC25hc) Shadow Silk Spindle (Received from Blood-Prince Council in ICC25hc) Corpse-Impaling Spike (Received from Rotface in ICC25hc) Royal Sceptre of Terenas II (Received from Lich-king 25hc Meeting) however, if difficult to obtain, use **Frozen Bone Sequins (from Margherita in ICC25HC) Gemming
shadow priests is a relative right forward. I like to bathe my character for all the nest bonuses, but the general trend I see is that when a person is rushing capte they gems +23 SP in items that give a bonus of 5sp or less. I'il leave you the choice. If you wish to fulfill your bonuses nest gem as specified in the following
slots: *Meta Gem: Chaotic Skyflare Diamond (+21 + 3% increased critical strike damage) Red: Running Cardinal Ruby (+23 Spell Power) Blue: Purified Ardent (+ 12 spell, +10 Spirit) **yellow: Reckless Amertine (+ 12 spell Power, +10 Haste) * – If you plan to gemed Start Cardinal Rubini in all slots, make sure your meta
gem is still active elsewhere will result in a significant loss of DPS. For The Meta Gem of Chaotic Skyflare Diamond you need two blue gems to keep it active, so make sure you always have two blue gems to keep it regardless of how you decide to move. ** – If you are hasty, it is pointless for you to precious an additional
10 hash, therefore replace this gem with powerful Ametrine (+ 12 spelling power, +10 crit). Glyph Major: Glyph of the shadow of the Mind Flay glyph of dispersion/glyph of Mind Sear glyph of dispersion may be a better choice for increasing survival in NSA raids. The attack is also about survival, not just DPS. Help your
healings, blow up some defensive CDs too every time J. If you are facing intense problems with mildew, you can use glyph in the shade word: Pain. Insignificant: There are no fixed minor cheeks as they don't help with your DPS so I'll leave that a little to you. Enchants Head - Arkansas of Burning Mysteries (30 SP + 20
Crit, derived from Kirin Tor reputation) Shoulder – Greater storm inscription (24 SP + 15 Crit, obtained by the sons of Ordir Rep) Conversely – Greater speed (+23 fast chest rating) – powerful statistics (+10 all stats) wrist – superior magic force (+30 SP) hands – exceptional magical strength (+28 SP) waist - Eternal belt()
Added Gemming nest to waist element) Legs – Illuminated spelling (50 SP + 30 spirit, obtained from Tailoring) Legs - Icewalker (Helps with faster movement, Which is useful in some encounters) / Tuskarr's Vitality (if you hit capped) 1H weapon - Mighty Spellpower (+63 SP) or Black Magic (If Not In a Hurry) Staff -
Greater Magic Power (+83 SP) Various professions also give some elements to take advantage of the profession bonus. (This will be covered in the Professions section of the manual). Below is the Normal/ Spec Cookie, which is mainly used by people who are not close to an bis outfit and do not have a T10 4/5 set: ...
Utter.png?dl=0 Shown below is the talent to build the T10 4/5 Set Rotations There are several potions for shadows that you can find online. I'il talk about the one I find most effective. —–&gt; For normal/cookie cutter spec: Opener: VT &gt; DP &gt; MB &gt; MF &gt; SW: D &gt; SW: P The reason I use SW: D in my potion
is to achieve faster 5/5 Shade weaving stack. Apply SW: P only after you achieve 5/5 shade weaving. In addition, use MB after cd and use MF as a fill when all your 3 dots are ticking and MB is on cd. I would recommend using Shadowfiend at the beginning of the battle. —–&gt; For set 4/5 T10: Opener: VT &gt; DP &gt;
MF &gt; SW: D &gt; MF &gt; SW: P Again SW: D is used in the opener to achieve faster 5/5 Shadow Shadow Well all 3 points are ticking use MF as a fill spell. You don't need to use MB on this spectrum because MF does more damage at the same time, and we've also missed MB Talents. When is the best time to
freshen up my points? The best time to refresh points or MF is after this is done with the last check mark. NEVER write down your points or spells until done with the last check mark in another will result in a big loss of DPS. It is better to apply a point late than to clip it. If VT and DP are about to be re-raised at the same
time, then always throw VT first then DP. Professions In this section I will talk about the different professions bonuses and what is best for shadow priest. I'm a little lazy to write all the bit here, so I'm a copy paste from another site with small edits in the middle of me. Source: ... ad.php?t=85889 Jewelcrafting: If you have
JC you can make gems that only JC can put in your armor. Gems have bigger statistics than normal epic stones. For example, the ordinary gem is managed Cardinal Ruby, and the gemstone of Jeweler is ruled dragon eye. The downside is that you can only use 3 of Jeweler's gems in your armor. So if you've been to rot
with bonus Magic Power gems, you'll get an extra 48 spell power from this profession, which is a lot. Enchanting: Enchanting gives you charm for your rings. You can use 3 different charmers: Charming ring - Great magic power + 23 magical power You can not have these charmers if you are not enchanted. Only
Enchanter's rings can be enchanted. Since we have two rings, we get another 46 Spelling Forces from this profession. Caption: The inscription gives you powerful shoulder-bending (available with just 400+ skill caption). You can have 4 different charmers: Storm caption +70 spell power and 15 critical strikes rating Crag
+70 spelling force and 8 mana every 5 sec It gives an extra 40 spelling power. Tailoring: This prof gives powerful overs (available with only 400 tailoring шейder skills). You can choose from: Darkglow Embroidery chance to restore 400 mildew when you cast a spell Lightweave Embroidery chance to increase your magic
strength from 295 to 15 sec Leg charm tailor can do to sell: Brilliant spelling +50 spell and 20 spirit Sapphire Spellthread +50 magic strength and 30 endurance I would call this BIS profession for any class of canvas. It gives maximum performance for spells and should be brainless. Forging You can make 1 additional
contact on the belt, braces and gloves. You can make the Eternal Belt lock, which can be sold and used by people who do not have BS. Then you have the sockets only for BS: Socket Bracer and Socket gloves. Since We will get two additional gemming slots in the hands and wrist we can put 2 red gems, thus giving us a
bonus +46 Spell. Engineering engineers tend to get a little short in this department because many of their purely cosmetic gadgets like However, they have the ability to create certain gadgets that attach to their gear (much like charm). These gadgets provide a variety of benefits from increased speed all the way to
missiles that are fired for damage. Similar to Nitro Boosts (for your belt) and parachute flame. It's more than a profession of PvP, I'd say, but it's useful for PvE helping people move quickly and hands hyper accelerator tinker gives some added hasty, which is nice. Alchemy You can make stone alchemist it is a bauble with
effect: Increases the effect that healing and mildew decoctions have on the user by 40%. This effect does not accumulate. If you have Alchemy, you also get Mixology, this doubles the duration of each elixir or flask used. You also have flask in the north it is an useless element that does not provide bonuses comparable
to those of other flasks or elixirs, but can be used in arenas. Not so useful for PvE. The best professions for Shadow Priest for PvE in my opinion would be tailoring + Jewelcrafting, followed by Tailoring + Engineering, because the rush from hyperspeed accelerators makes your points tick faster. Food and potions If you
want to max out the DPS your current you can do, you should consider carrying the following consumables for attacks with you - 1. Frost Wyrm x 10 flask – A spell flask that gives an additional 125 Spell power 2. Gentle shovel steak x 20 – Food gives +46 spell power or Fish feast will also do the job. You can learn from
the cooking vendor in Dalaran. If you have much less, you can get the recipe for +40 hasty food. 3. Decoction of wild magic x 40 4. Decoction of speed x 40 5. Intellect Scrolls – As they add to your crit. Note Why the aforementioned potions? The potion of speed – Due to the added haste and haste, it is good for the
shadows of priests. It's like fake and heroism  but never use this potion along with heroism, because the effect would not have been noticeable then. Potion of Wild Magic – This potion provides us Crit + SP. This potion is for us Shadow Priests in my opinion for the simple reason that our Shadow Word: Pain Magic
Over Uses This Potion. If your talents are made right then for every MF magic you use, your SW: P magic is automatically updated. So when this potion is used SW: P spell maintains a refreshing crit of this spell, as long as we do not let this point fall. The spelling force is reset for this point, but not for the hiding. When
am I going to get my potions? Well, in battle normally you can use only one decoction. But there is a way to overcome this disadvantage. If your tank can have a countdown. Somewhere 3 seconds before pulling, if you can use a decoction of wild magic and immediately fade to restore the disc from up to 1 min and you
can proceed with a decoction. After 1 min you can use another decoction and most ideally you would like to use the speed decoction to cause some faster damage. Never use a speed decoction with it's pointless. Macros Regular Macro Mind. Let me tell you something about me without fear of interrupting it. (Avoid using
this macro as much as possible, but make sure you don't break the spell) #showtooltip Mind Flay/cast [nochanneling:Mind Flay] Mind Flay The same as the macro above, just for Mind Sear. (Avoid using this macro as much as possible, but don't stick the spell) #showtooltip Mind Sear/cast [nochanneling:Mind Sear] Mind
Sear Shadowfiend Shadowcrawl Macro #showtooltip Shadowfiend/cast shadowfiend/cast shadowfiend/cast [pet, nomodator] Shadowcra Addwls 1. Deadly Boss Mods - 20Boss%20Mods 2. You should know (Dot Timer, buff and debuff) – 3. Quartz in the roles Bar - Wrap up for any questions feel free to drop a comment
below or whisper me in the game at Darkxss or Discotech. Also, any feedback, suggestions or criticism from each of you is welcome. I hope this guide is helping all of you. - Dark Darkxs
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